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NEUTRAL PARTICLEBEAM DISCRIMINATIONAND LETHALITY

by
Gregory H. Canavan and John C. Browne

ABSTRACT
Using, or possibly just developing,
neutral particlebeams (NPBs)to both
discriminatedecoys and kill weapons could
induce 10-foldreductionsin each. The
conventional“factorof twoN increasein the
time requiredto do both does not capture
particlebeams’ impact. They could reduce
the threat to = 1 reentryvehicle (RV) plus =
10 decoys per heavy missile,which could be
defeatedat a 10-100:1cost effectiveness
ratio by current interceptors.

INTRODUCTION
This note assessesNPBsS relativevalue in kill and
discrimination. It concludesthat there is distinctlygreater
benefit if they do both, which could force significantreductions
in the number of both decoys and weapons. Using, or perhaps just
developing,particlebeams to both discriminatedecoys and kill
weapons could induce greater than 10-foldreductionsof each.
The beams needed to do both are essentiallythe next stage beyond
current programs.
I.

11. DISCRIMINATIONAND LETHALITY
Particlebeams, like other directedenergy weapons, are
primarilycharacterled by their brightness (AppendixA].
Reentry vehicles at typical ranges would absorb a lethal fluence
in = 0.1 s. Such beams could also deliver the 100-foldlower
fluenceneeded to discriminatea decoy in x 1 ms. There are,
however,up to 100 decoys per weapon, so the total time to
discriminatethem would again be = 0.1 s. Thus, the time to
discriminatea weaponWsdecoys is comparableto the time required
to kill it once it is identified. If a particlebeam is used to
both discriminateand kill, that roughlyhalves the total number
of unshieldedreentryvehiclesthat it can address.
In midcoursea few platformscould discriminatercughly the
could cost = $ 200 per
whole unattenuatedthreat. Discxsimination
decoy, as comparedto $ 2 M per object for ground-based
interceptors. Popup platformscan only access the latter part of
the objects!trajectories,but with proper energies and detector
placement,popups can achieveperformancewithin a factor of 1.52 of these estimates. Particlebeams that were predeployedin
space would have a factor of = 10 absenteeism,but that would
only increasetheir costs to = $ 2 K per discrimination.
1
Figure 1 shows the number of popup beams needed to meet the
full threat as a functionof the particletype and energy.2 The
top curve is for hydrogenbeams, for which the number of
platforms is roughly inverselyproportionalto their energy. The
which produces a larger
bottom curve is for deuteriuxn,
discriminationsignal,particularlyat lower energies,which
could produce much lower overall costs. Platformsoperatingat
50-100 MeV could be launchedwith existingboosters. Those
energiesare within factorsof 2-4 of those now being tested.
Alternatively,a beam could kill z 10,000 weapons, most of
the threat, for = $ 20K per kill for popups or $ 200 K for spacedeployedbeams, as opposed to ground-basedinterceptors’x $ 2 M.
Thus, the beamsc leveragein killingweapons would be about as
large as for discrimination. Against unshieldedreentry
vehicles,the number of platformsrequired for kill would again
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be roughly those shown in Fig 1. There are, however, a number of
other ways to kill bare weapons. While ground-basedinterceptors
might be 10 times more expensivethan particlebeams, they would
still be = 10 times cheaper than $ 20 M bare reentry vehicles.3
Neutral particlebeams have been advocatedprimarilyfor
discrimination,for which there are no good alternatives. They
do, however,have leveragefor kill--much more than generally
thought. That leverageis increasedwhen shieldingis
considered.
III. SHIELDINGTRADEOFFS
Weapons could be shieldedagainst particlebeams, but for
100-MeVbeams, shieldingwould requirex 10 g/cmz of external
material,and shieldingagainst 200 MeV would require = 40 g/cm2
of additionalmaterial.4 Thus, reentryvehicleswith = 104 cm2
area to shield would face a 0.1-1 ton penalty. Current Soviet
SS-18 reentryvehiclesweigh = 300 kg, so for each one shielded
against 200-MeVbeams, x 3 others would have to be offloaded.
For 100-kg reentryvehicles,x 10 would have to be offloaded.
Either would essentiallyde-MIRV the threat, forcing a return to
earlier,manifestlymore stable configurations.
The fewer, shieldedweapons then faced could be addressedby
increasingthe beam energies,because the shieldingpenalty
increasesroughly as the square of the energy. Ground-based
interceptorscould also be used. Their lethalitywould not be
impairedby the particlebeam shielding,and their costeffectivenesswould be improvedby it. Against current $ 20 M
reentryvehicles,$ 2 M ground-basedinterceptorswould have an
advantageof x 10:1. If shieldingreduced the number of reentry
vehiclesper missile = 10-foldto 1 or 21 ground-based
interceptorswould nave cost-effectiveness
ratios of 50-100:1.
Figure 2 shows the results of more detailed calculations
(AppendixB), which confirm that increasingbeam energy forces
the attackerte use more of his mass as shielding,which
essentiallytransmuteshis fissionand fusion mass into inert
lead. The two upper curves show the effect of variationsdue to
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reentryvehicle construction. The number of reentryvehicles
falls roughly as the inversesquare of the beam energy, in accord
with the scaling argumentsabove.
The horizontalband shows the range in the number of
shieldedweapons that could be killed by a beam of that energy.
The lower bound is the = 100 J/g thresholdfor componentmelting
or detonation;the upper bound is for killing hardened firing
electronicsat = 10 J/g. For the latter, above 200 MeV the beams
could kill more weapons than the attackercould launch with his
current payload, and increasingpayloadwould favor the defense.
The curve is for 10 nominal popup beams of the energy shown,
i.e., beams with the brightnessset by foil neutralizationof the
beams. Advanced neutralizerswould have significantimpact. A
3- to 5-fold decrease in angulardivergencewith laser
neutralizationcould increasethe number of weapons killed by
about an order of magnitudeor reduce the number of platforms for
the number of weapon kills shown.
Iv. DECOY REDUCTION
Decoys should be reduced accordingly. In the absence cf
discrimination,heavy missilescould provide each reentryvehicle
= 100 decoys. For example,SS-18 buses weigh = 8 tons in = 10
reentryvehiclesweighing a total ef = 3 tons, * 2 tons of
structure,and = 3 tons of fuel, apparentlyfor cross-targeting.
If the last was halved, the 1.5 tons of payload releasedcould
provide = (1,500kg/missile)/(1-3kg/decoyx 10 reentry
vehicle/missile)= 50-150 decoys per reentryvehicle.5 With
partial discriminationthe offense-optimalnumber of decoys drops
to = 20-30 per weapon. For good discriminationdecoys are
essentiallya drag on the offense,and would be foregoneto
provide shielding,which would give simpler intercepts.6
CONCLUSIONS
Using, or perhaps just developing,particlebeams to both
discriminatedecoys and kill weapons could induce greater than
10-foldreductionsof each. Nominal beams could discriminatea
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weapon?s decoyst~i kill it in a tenth of a second. The
conventional“factor of two~ increasein the time requiredto
perform both missions does not captureparticlebeams’ impact in
combinedapplicatiol~s.For shieldingpenaltiesestimatedabove,
the threat could be reducedto = 1 reentryvehicle plus x 10
decoys per heavy missile. At that point strategicdefenseswould
have won, because that threat could be defeated at a 10-100:1
cost-effectivenessratio by current interceptors. The beams
needed to do both are essentiallythe next stage beyond current
programs.
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APPENDIXA. NPB SCALING
Particlebeams, like other directedenergy weapons, are
primarilycharacterizedby their brightness,i.e., power divided
by the angle into which it is directed. A typical near-termbeam
brightnessis B x 1019 W/sr. A beam of brightnessP produces an
enexgy flux of 13/r2 at range r. Thus, a reentryvehicle at a
range of r * 1,000 km would absorb a lethal fluenceJL ~ 106 J/m2
in a time t = J~(f3/r2)s 0.1 S.7
Such a beam could deliver the JD = 104 J/m2 fluenceneeded
to discriminatein a time J& (B/r2)= 1 ms, which is less than
that to kill by the ratio of the discriminationand lethal
fluences,which is J&JL~ 0.01. There are~ however~uP to 100
decoys per weapon, so the total time to discriminatethem would
be z IQO.1 ms = O.l s.
In the = 1,000 s of midcourse,a beam could discriminate=
6 objects,roughlythe whole threat= 1f
1,000 s/o.ool s = J.o
popup platformscost s $ 200 M apiece,discriminationwould ccst
s $ 200 per decoy, as comparedtO $ 2 M Per
% $ 200 M/10~ objects
object for ground-basedinterceptors. Particlebeams that were
predeployedin space would have a factor of s 10 absenteeism,but
that would only increasetheir cost to s $ 2,000 per
discriminations
Alternatively,a beam could kill s 1,000 s/O.l s = 10,OOO
weapons,most of the threat, for = $ 200M/10,000s $ 20K per kill
for popups or $ 200K per kill for space-deployedbeams, as
opposed to s $ 2M for ground-basedinterceptors.

APPENDIX

B.

SHIELDING

PENALTIES

The lethal fluence,J(J/cxn2),
is roughly the product of the
specificenergy j(J/g) to kill the weakest componentin the
weapon and the range L(g/cm2)particlesmust penetrateto reach
it. The range increaseswith beam energy E(MeV) as
(1)
L= ~E7/4,
where for proton beams k = 3.3”10-3~,cm2-Mev7/4. If the
thicknessof the reentry vehicles’aeroshellis c, J = j(L + a),
where j(J/g) is the specificenergy depositionrequiredto kill
the weakest component. The mass of shieldingfor a reentry
vehicle of area @ x 10,000 cm2 is (L+o)‘*, of which L.* must be
subtractedfrom the weapon payload. If the initialnumber of
weapons is Rot and the mass of an unshieldedweapon is M, then
after hardeningthe number is
(2)
R= ROM/[R!+ (L+o)*]= Ro/[1 + (L+a)@/M],
which is shown in Fig. 2.
If the weapons approachradiallyand simultaneously,N
particlebeams protectingan area A, could kill approximately
(3)
K x z dt/[J/(B/r2)] = (B/JV)X dr/r2 s (B/Jv)~(N/A)
weapons,where V s 8 km/s is the weapons’velocity and A = 104
~2 would correspondto a compact launch area. B = E.I/~# ‘here
I s O.I A is the averagebeam current,and ~ s n’/E, where the
beam’s solid angle is Slx (2 yrad)2 at E = 250 Mev. Thus,
(4)
B/J a E2/E7/’4a E1/4,
which only varies = 30% over the range of E of interest,so that
K is relativelyinsensitiveto E and scales primarilyon ~(N/A),
as seen in Fig. 2. If improvedneutralizersdecreased~Q by a
factor of 10, K would increaseproportionally,and hard component
kills would be possibleat all energies.
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Fig. 2. Reentry vehicles vs shielding
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